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Low-cost ways to improve the results you are 

receiving from your current marketing efforts



4 Effective Content Campaigns

I. Attract qualified prospects

II. Set more appointments

III. Welcome new clients

IV. Obtain help from past clients



Step 1: Choose a niche audience

I. Attract qualified prospects

To stand apart and grab attention, focus your outreach on a narrow audience:

● Bankruptcy: Laid-off workers nervous about losing their homes
● Estates: Worried about the pandemic and without trusts
● Injury: Accident victims with brain injuries
● Family: Business owners facing divorce
● Criminal: Truck drivers with DUIS

Ideally, you will pursue several different audiences in your specialty.



Step 2: Create a lead magnet
aimed at that niche audience

I. Attract qualified prospects

Once you have identified desirable niches, create some content that explains how 
their top worries can be eased.

● Bankruptcy: Laid Off and Worried About Losing Your Home? Read This Free Booklet.
● Estates: Is Your Estate Secure if COVID Strikes? 4 Steps to Take Now.
● Injury: The Brain Injured Can Require Medical Care for Years. How to Cover the Costs.
● Family: Your Divorce Could Require You to Sell Your Business. Or Not. Learn What 

Makes the Difference.
● Criminal: Does a DUI Have You Worried About Losing Your Commercial License? 

Watch This Video.



Step 3: Offer your lead magnet
in multiple locations 

● Exit-intent website popup

● Quarterly posts on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter

● YouTube video

● Webinar handout

I. Attract qualified prospects





Step 4: Send requesters
to your lead funnel

I. Attract qualified prospects

● Your offer should lead to a simple and targeted landing page that 
collects contact information and asks a couple qualifying questions 
about the severity and urgency of the prospect’s legal issue.

● Your thank you page should: (1) point out that the information provided is 
necessarily general but that you are available for a personalized 
discussion, and (2) provide a link to your digital calendar.







Step 5: Divert unqualified leads

I. Attract qualified prospects

● To minimize the number of unqualified prospects calling your office or 
scheduling appointments, your funnel should steer the unqualified 
prospects to a different thank you page.

● This alternate thank you page should not give them access to your 
digital calendar or recommend they call your office.



Step 1: Show qualified leads
a personal video

● You can materially boost response from your funnel’s thank-you page by 
adding a video from you that explains how you will remove the weight of the 
legal issue from their shoulders and work on resolution.

II. Set more appointments

● Begin by agitating the problem, explaining what can result if the issue is 
ignored or self-handled. Detail the mistakes commonly made by the 
unrepresented.

● Then briefly explain how you will address the issue. Finish with how good it will 
feel when the problem is transferred from the prospect’s shoulders to yours, 
and even better, when the problem is resolved.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JlIejCu7o4XbiXLaBj9QY-mOB8kZSFDX/preview


Step 2: Give qualified leads
a link to your digital calendar

II. Set more appointments

● Ideally, you can allow your prospects to set an appointment with your 
office directly from your funnel’s thank-you page.

● If telephone qualification is needed before seeing an attorney, use the 
digital calendar to set an appointment with your qualifier.

● But definitely provide access to someone’s digital calendar. This simple 
step will materially lift response.  



Step 3: Nurture the undecided leads

II. Set more appointments

● The highest ROI campaign you can put in place is a lengthy 
prospect-nurturing series.

● A portion of the prospects who downloaded your information are not ready to 
retain, but will be in the future.

● They might need more persuading, or simply want some time to decide what 
action to take.

● If you abandon them, they are likely to look elsewhere.





Step 1: Impress new clients
with a welcome kit

● Put yourself in your client’s shoes. You just signed up with a lawyer 
you don’t know, to resolve a legal problem you don’t fully understand.

III. Welcome new clients

● How long until some visible work product appears?

● If more than a few days passes between retention and noticeable 
progress, you need to fill the gap.





Step 2: Reassure new clients
with an educational series

III. Welcome new clients

● To avoid new client remorse, we follow-up our welcome kit with a lengthy 
series of educational emails.

● These emails explain: (a) what is going on behind the scenes and (b) 
what lies ahead.

● Detail the work that your firm is doing and what challenges need to be 
overcome.





Step 1: Request feedback

IV. Obtain help from past clients

● You should have an automated program in place; otherwise this effort 
will take a back seat to more pressing concerns.

● Start by asking everyone for feedback and testimonials. If someone is 
unhappy with your work, their potentially-negative comments will come to 
you and not be posted online.

● We use a short and simple form that asks for numerical rankings of key 
service-delivery functions and provides a space for subjective comments.





Step 2: Solicit online reviews

● When you receive a favorable response to your feedback survey, ask 
the responder to post an online review.

IV. Obtain help from past clients

● Send regular nudges until you see the review posted.

● Ask for Google reviews. Obtaining a large number of positive Google 
reviews will improve your local ranking, as well as increase the 
number of calls you receive from your local listing.





Step 3: Stay memorable and referrable
by sending a newsletter

IV. Obtain help from past clients

● Newsletters are old school, but they work.

● Continue educating, but no longer about the law.

● We like to provide smarter living information.





Tailored Advice

I’m happy to give you some personalized tips.  

Email, call, or schedule an appointment.

Kara Prior
714.434.5926

kprior@jamespublishing.com
Schedule: go.oncehub.com/KaraPrior


